Castle Stocksberg
A Brief History

T

he following document is a pamphlet available
at the Castle Stocksberg for visitors who tour
the castle. It is a brief history of the castle going back to
its origin in the 1200 hundreds.
It’s written by Dr. of Philosophy Otfried Kies, who lives
in Hausen, a small village a few kilometers from Brack- Witches Jail - Stocksberg Castle
enheim. You can view where Hausen is by visiting Uli Pfingstler’s document
about the Zabergäu Valley. So “click here”, and go to the map on page 7, then
zoom in around Brackenheim.
Also, please visit our latest Site News newsletter and read a letter written to
Charlie Battery by Dr. Kies requesting any castle stories any of you might have
that he could possibly include in a book he is writing about the castle. So please
“click here” to visit the latest Site News.
Much of the early history of the castle revolves around the Deutschen Orden,
which is basically the German version of the Knights Templar of France. After
the religious revolution of Martin Luther much of Germany became Protestant,
but Stockheim remain fiercely Roman Catholic, with references existing today in
the Church of St. Ulrich relating to the Deutschen Orden.
Finally, there are ruins just outside of Lauffen that points to a Roman presence
in the Zabergäu. With its relatively mild weather and excellent conditions for
farming, it is no wonder that the Zabergäu has been an area of choice over the
centuries for the ebb and flow of human migration and exploration.
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The History of
Stocksberg Castle
above Stockheim
The names of Stocksberg Castle and the village of Stockheim below have their origins
in the Germanic word „stukka“ - „ protruding object, protruding part, extension, outgrowth or growth of a
tree, or extension“ - here with the specific meaning „mountain,
mountain protrusion“ .
Stockheim is mentioned for the first time between 962 and 976,
when Bishop Anno of Worms gave Count Burchard real estate and
tithes in the area.
During the 12th and 13th centuries there was a noble family of
this name, which focused on another noble family Stocksberg
(„Stockesberc“) from 1220 on, which probably built the castle.
The base of a Jupiter column found on Stocksberg, a so-called “four-god stone with the images of the Roman deities Vesta, Vulcanus,
Hercules and Minerva, shows that a Roman“
villa ”may have stood in the area. The work of
art was given to the Elector Palatinate in 1764
and is now in

Reiss Museum in Mannheim. A less artistic copy of it from the 16th or
17th century was donated to the Stuttgart Museum of Antiquities in
1838, but is no longer available.
At the beginning of the 14th century, the Teutonic Order acquired
the castle and built it into a fortress and the administrative seat of
the Order's estates in Zabergäu. The comment from Schloss Horneck
was also a comment from Stocksberg.
During the Peasants' War in 1525, the castle was attacked, captured
and plundered by the farmers, but not - as one reads every now and
then - destroyed. All fuedal interest and tax registers were burned,
but renewed immediately after the victory of the nobility.
The leader of the attack was Hans Wunderer from nearby Pfaffenhofen. While the German master Dietrich von Cleen (who had fled to
safe Heidelberg) tried to force his local subjects to protect the castle,
Wunderer convinced them of the fair cause of the farmers.
A remnant of the old castle is
the witch's tower, part of the
old wall fortifications.
Between 1590 and 1591 imprisoned in it were: Apollonia
Kelberer, the wives of Caspar
Linck, Thomas Franck, Hans Scheimel, Mathes von Hofen and the
widow of Balthasar SchadHäuser, in 1594 the wives of Mathes Lang,
Peter Most, Wendel Schwend, Adam Schieber and the Widow of Jerg
Stüblin, 1601 the wives of Benedikt Geiger and Thomas Schadhäuser
and some other common women -

They were eventually burned as witches in the name and on behalf
of the Teutonic Order.
In 1574, the German master
Heinrich von Bobenhausen undertook the thorough reconstruction of the fortress into a
Renaissance castle. It no longer
served as a fortress, but was
only used for representative and
administrative tasks.
During the Thirty Years War on Christmas Eve 1631, the Swedes took
the castle under Marshal Gustaf Karlsson Horn, who received Stocksberg as a gift from King Gustaf Adolf of Sweden, but the Teutonic
Order was reinstated in 1634.
In 1639 the French who invaded the south of Germany burned part
of the castle.
In 1799 the French field marshal Michel Ney occupied the castle but
was driven out by the Austrian defenders.
After the end of the Holy Roman Empire in 1806, the possessions of
the Teutonic Order were handed over to the newly established Kingdom of Württemberg.
The order itself was abolished in 1809 by the French Emperor Napoleon and only survived in Austria-Hungary.

In the 19th century, Württemberg sold the castle and property to
private owners:
1832 to Catharina Frölich and her sons,
1843 to Count Alfred von Neipperg,
In 1875 it passed to Karoline Dorothea Jakobine Shippert,
1891 to Eduard Heinrich Giesler, who gave the old castle its new
face.
In 1954, Giesler's heirs sold the property to the farmer and gardener
Karl Maier von Ludwigsburg-Eglosheim, who set up a restaurant and
tavern in it.
In 1969 Trinius Brust and his wife turned it into a candle factory.
In 1987 the lawyer Peter Reins bought the castle.
Finally, in 2002, Palladio Real Estate International VerwaltungsGmbH acquired the castle and real estate and has had it renovated since then.
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